
What colors come to mind?
shapes? water? fire? make a

doodle or sketch of any
elements you are thinking of

on one piece of paper. what
picture do you have in your

mind? start with simple lines.
don't worry about what it
will look like when you're

done. just focus on starting
the process. you can even fill

the whole page with
different elements.

elements

rollercoaster to wellness

frustrations
what is making you feel

down or angry or sad right
now? Do you feel uneasy
about something? Write

about anything that is on
your mind.
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mark-making
experiment with drawing
lines of different lengths

and widths with any pen or
pencil. doodle!

you can include people in
your sketch. stick figures

are completely fine! what do
they do? what do they look

like? what are they like?

people

serious or silly

complete a doodle or sketch
and combine it with the poem
in any way you like. read this

poem when times are tough
and realize that you are

strong and amazing and can
do anything.  

poem + sketch = success!

form the poem
research some "poetic styles"

and choose what kind of
poem to create. it can be

anything! it can rhyme or
repeat or be a tongue

twister! choose what you
are drawn to. 

where in the world?

Think about places that are
on your mind. are they real

or imagined? near or far?
What do these places look

like?

words, words, words!

write down any words that
you've been thinking about.

you can even create new
words if you'd like.

These prompts will help you figure out what you want to write and sketch about
and give you a good starting point for creating something that can go in your

wellness toolbox.

your poem and sketch can be
serious or silly! don't be

afraid to use humor.
Sometimes, all we can do is

laugh!


